Laughter: The Ultimate Workplace Prescription
Workplace Insights
**insight**

/ˈɪnˌsaɪt/

*noun*

the capacity to gain an accurate and deep intuitive understanding of a person or thing.

"this paper is alive with sympathetic insight into Shakespeare"

*synonyms:* intuition, discernment, perception, awareness, understanding, comprehension, apprehension, appreciation, penetration, acumen, perspicacity, judgment, acuity; More

- a deep understanding of a person or thing.

plural noun: **insights**

"the signals would give marine biologists new insights into the behavior of whales"
Relationships
I would rather work with...
Stop Settling
The most dangerous phrase in the language is "we've always done it this way."

Rear Admiral Grace Hopper
"Real Fact" #444

The Statue of Liberty wears a size 879 sandal.

Find More Re-enFACTments at Snapple.com

Real Fact #444
Part 5: The Palooza Rides Again
Tea

- SH RTD Tea was up slightly compared to SPPY, but was down compared to the immediate prior period.

- All of the growth came from the Premium/Super Premium segment single-serves.

- Value Tea was down off of steep Nestea declines.
Across multiple categories companies are cross-promoting LRB with beauty products via on-pack neck hangers to target female consumers. Partners include Revlon and Neutrogena.

1.2 million limited-edition cans with labels inspired by Andy Warhol’s Pop art are on sale at Target. Warhol’s famous quotes are printed on the Campbell's cans. The labels commemorate the 50th anniversary of Warhol's famed art piece "32 Campbell's Soup Cans."
What’s Funny?
Robert Dodd requested a read receipt be sent when message 'Proposal' is read. Do you want to send a receipt?

☐ Don't ask me about sending receipts again

[Yes]  [No]
Get Creative
Recognition
Mary Adams

Being the first to do anything is hard. But only one person can be first. You can start with the Next book and move from there. Thank you for taking the time to read and enjoy the lesson.
Surviving The Break Room
Don't think I haven't noticed. STOP IT. These bags aren't yours!
PLEASE STOP STEALING FOOD!
(I spit in mine! Enjoy!)
And I want my nice Tupperware back!!!
Acronyms
ASAP
Team Building
Celebrations
Whew, I’m Stuffed.
Recap
Laughter: The Ultimate Workplace Prescription

• Humor is EVERYWHERE at the office – you just need to know where to look.
• It all starts with relationships.
• Stop saying “We’ve always done it this way”.
• Creative solutions are always the most fun and rewarding.
• Golden Ducks not plastic fruit.
• Five minutes of fun – is easy.
• Training and team building that is engaging leads to more productive teams that want to win.
• Do not do “check the box” teambuilding events.
• Never stop celebrating. Be creative.
• Make an emotional connection (WestJet).
• If we laugh together, we work better together.
“Just hit send.”

“Laugh. Every day.”
Thank You!

Dave Fleming Speaks